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The concentration of 222Rn in the air has been measured in the 700m-deep

Yangyang underground laboratory between October 2004 and May 2022. The

average concentrations (spreads) in two experimental areas, called A6 and A5,

were measured to be 53.4 Bq/m3 (13.9 Bq/m3) and 33.5 Bq/m3 (7.9 Bq/m3),

respectively. The lower value in the A5 area reflects the presence of better

ventilation. The radon concentrations sampled within the two A5 experimental

rooms’ air are found to be correlated to the local tunnel temperature outside of

the rooms, with correlation coefficients r = 0.22 and r = 0.70. Therefore, the

radon concentrations display a seasonal variation, because the local

temperature driven by the overground season influences air ventilation in

the experimental areas. A sinusoidal function with a period of 1 year was

used to fit the radon concentration data of both underground areas finding

a maximum amplitude on August, 31 ± 6 days.
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Introduction

The energy contents of our universe are predominantly radiationless dark

components whose nature ramains to be adequately understood. Based on

astrophysical observations, it has been determined that 26% of all energy is formed

by this so-called dark matter [1, 2]. Theoretically, the composition of dark matter is often

modeled as various particles beyond the Standard Model of particle physics [3], wherein a

weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is one of the most frequently considered

candidates [4]. Searches for WIMPs are being conducted by a number of groups using a

variety of experimental approaches [5–9]. One of these involve attempts to measure the

energy deposited by nuclear recoils from WIMP interactions in the material of low-

background detectors.

To date, no unambiguous evidence for WIMP–nucleus interactions has been

reported, other than an annual modulation of residual events from the DAMA group
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that cannot be explained by known background sources [10, 11].

This modulation has been interpreted by some authors as a signal

of the yearly changes in the direction of the Earth’s orbital motion

in a galactic halo of dark-matter WIMPs [12]. On the other hand,

other more mundane sources of modulations, such as cosmic-ray

muon induced reactions, or radon concentrations in the air of the

laboratory environment have been suggested and studied

[13–17]. As part of these studies, measurements of the time

dependence of the radon concentration are essential.

Radon can be produced as a daughter nuclei decay product

from the radioactive nuclides in the material of the surrounding

tunnel walls. Specifically, this material contains traces of uranium

and thorium that are the primary sources of radon. For example,
222Rn (t1/2 = 3.82 days) is generated from the 238U decay chain

and, being a noble gas, it can move through the vicinity near the

surfaces of detector materials and decay to produce heavy

elements. Its decay products such as 210Pb (t1/2 = 22.2 years)

and 210Bi (t1/2 = 5.0 days) decay by emitting a beta particle which

can act as background sources at low energies while the other

daughter elements like 210Po (t1/2 = 138.4 days) produce an alpha

particle and a nuclear recoil which can affect region of interest in

rare decay experiments. Also, when the radon decays into its

daughter isotopes, several gamma rays are produced and can

contribute to the background spectrum of the dark matter data.

Much effort has been made to understand the radon production

mechanism and its mitigation in rare decay experiments

especially at the underground laboratory environment [18–25].

The Yangyang underground laboratory hosts two dark

matter experiments and one neutrinoless double-beta decay

experiment and, since 2004, the underground radon

concentration in air has been monitored. In this note, we

report on the long-term variations in the radon concentration

in air that is based on an analysis of these measurements.

Materials and methods

Experimental sites at Yangyang
underground laboratory

The Yangyang underground laboratory (Y2L) is located

adjacent to the underground generator of the Yangyang

pumped water plant in east Korea. The plant contains the

main access tunnel with auxiliary tunnels, named as A5 and

A6, that house the experimental facilities. Fresh air from the

surface enters the tunnels through the main ramp way and is

pumped out via a separate duct. The power plant operates at

minimum two exhaust fans continuously, each with 63,000 m3/h

capacity. This exchanges the entire air volume of the 2.2 km-long

main tunnel and auxiliary spaces once every 40 min. In the

Yangyang region, the temperature averaged over the year is

11.8°C, with an average minimum of −2.2 °C in January and

an average maximum of 24.3°C in August. Throughout the year,

the temperature inside the tunnel is measured between 22°C and

26°C, and the relative humidity in the areas surrounding the

laboratory is in the ranges of 60%–70%. The minimum granite

overburden in these areas is 700 m (1800 m-water-equivalent

depth) and the cosmic-ray muon fluxes at A5 and A6 (two are

situated 300 m apart horizontally) are measured to be 3.795 ±

0.110 × 10−7 s−1 cm−2 [26, 27] and 4.4 ± 0.3 × 10−7 s−1 cm−2 [28],

respectively. The subterranean rock is primarily composed of

gneiss that contains 2.1 and 13.0 ppm of uranium and thorium,

respectively, as measured by an inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry [29].

The Korea Invisible Mass Search (KIMS) experiment [30]

in the A6 tunnel operated a CsI (Tl) crystal array to search for

dark matter for over 15 years, and it is currently used for R&D

activities associated with the development of ultralow-

background crystals. The COSINE-100 experiment [31, 32]

uses NaI(Tl) crystals and is currently operating in the

A5 experimental space. In addition, other experiments,

including a search for neutrinoless double-beta decay

experiment (called AMoRE-I) [33] and a high-purity

Germanium array (HPGe) [34] are operating in other

rooms situated in the A5 tunnel. The A5 area is equipped

with a radon reduction system (RRS)1 that supplies radon-

filtered air to each experimental room as required. While the

RRS is providing radon-reduced air with a flow of 140 m3/h to

an experimental room, the measured concentration in the

room air is 10–100 times lower than that of the room air

with the RRS off.

Since the A6 tunnel area is separated from the main tunnel by

doors, the air flow rate is somewhat restricted. In contrast, the

entrance of the A5 tunnel is always open and the tunnel is

equipped with its own air supply system that provides relatively

robust air circulation. The system extracts the main tunnel air

and supplies to the end of the A5 tunnel using two 2,300 m3/h

fans which exchange the branch tunnel air once every hour. A

schematic drawing of the Y2L arrangement with the locations of

the A5 and A6 areas indicated is provided in Figure 1.

The COSINE-100 experiment is housed in an

environmentally regulated room with controlled humidity

and temperature. Its detection room has a floor area of

44 m2 and a ceiling height of 4 m. The air control system

maintains the room temperature at 23.5 ± 0.1°C and relative

humidity at 37 ± 1%. The isolated air in the room is

continuously circulated through a HEPA filter, and the

number of dust particles larger than 0.5 μm is maintained

below 1,500 per cubic foot. The room air is sampled by a radon

detector. These environmental parameters in the experimental

room and in the tunnel are monitored online. The details of

experimental control are described in [35].

1 Since 2015, Ateko system (www.ateko.cz) has been operating at A5.
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Radon counter setup

Since 2004, a custom-design radon detector measured the

radon concentration at the A6 KIMS detector room. The detector

consisted of 69.3 L of a chamber for air sampling and a 900 mm2

silicon PIN diode for an alpha particle sensor on which an

ionized polonium isotope can attach and decay [29]. In 2011,

this detector was replaced with a commercially available detector

from Durridge company (RAD7-1) [36]. In 2016, the RAD7-1

detector was moved to the COSINE-100 detector room, where it

has been functioning ever since. Another commercial counter

(RAD7-2, the same model as RAD7-1) was installed in the HPGe

detector room in 2016. In the RAD7 devices, a silicon diode

sensor is located at the center a drift chamber with an applied

electric field. When a222Rn nucleus decays inside the drift

chamber, it produces a positively charged 218Po ion that drifts

to and sticks on the surface of the diode’s sensitive area. Within a

few minutes, the 218Po nucleus decays into a214Pb nuclei and an

alpha particle, and the alpha particle produces an energy in the

diode. The rate per unit volume for these signals reflects the

FIGURE 1
Amap of Y2L. The experimental areas are accessed by vehicles through the main entrance. Since air is exhausted by fans at the end of the main
tunnel, fresh air flows in a single direction. The KIMS experiment was located in the A6 tunnel, whereas the newer facilities are situated in the
A5 tunnel, including the COSINE-100, AMoRE-I, and HPGe experiments. A5 and A6 are horizontally separated by 300 m, and A5 is approximately
50 m deeper than A6.

FIGURE 2
The 222Rn concentration in Y2L between 2004 and 2022 was measured in two different experimental areas. At the KIMS laboratory, the custom
detector measurements were recorded between October 2004 to October 2009 (black), whereas the RAD7-1 measurements were recorded
between February 2011 and September 2016 (red). The COSINE-100 room data were acquired between September 2016 and May 2022 (blue) with
the same RAD7-1 counter and theHPGe roomdata (RAD7-2) are displayed in greenmarkswhich include data when RRS system is running. Note
that only 10% of all data ditributed evenly throughout the period for the KIMS-Custommeasurement is shown. Also note that A6 KIMS (custom) data
is from Ref. [29] and half of A5 COSINE-100 data has been previously reported in Ref. [35].
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mother 222Rn isotope concentration in the drift chamber air

volume. The specified RAD7 detection limit is at 4 Bq/m3 with

5% accuracy at normal humidity levels [36]. In this way, the total

radon level in the room air is measured every 2 h and the

recorded data are transmitted to a slow monitoring server, as

displayed in Figure 2.

The RAD7 detectors have been cross-calibrated at various

locations and cross-checked with a separate custom-made

detector, including a commercial ion chamber detector

(RadonEye [37]). All these tests yielded consistent results and

the RAD7 detectors did not exhibit any abnormal behavior as

long as the desiccants were regularly replaced to maintain a stable

humidity-level inside the chamber.

Data collection

During the 4,762 days of the total operating period between

October 2004 and May 2022, radon data were acquired in three

distinct periods. At the A6 lab, The KIMS custom-made detector

operated for ~5 years until October 2009. Those data are reported

in Ref. [29]. After a 16 month period of no measurements, the

RAD7-1 detector was installed at the same location. In September

2016, the RAD7-1 detector was moved to the A5 COSINE-100

room for data acquisition. In a similar timeframe, we operated

another detector—RAD7-2 in the HPGe room at A5. Overall, the

RAD7 detectors were operated continuously with a short dead

times that were primarily caused by power outages in the tunnel.

The analyses reported here use all of the acquired data.

The 222Rn concentration (in Becquerel per cubic meter) is

displayed in Figure 2 as a function of the date for all acquired

data. In particular, four distinct measurements were acquired for

roughly 5 years and are correspondingly color-coded. As listed in

Table 1, the average concentrations were at the level of 1 pCi/L

(=37 Bq/m3) at A5, which is relatively low compared to measured

levels at other underground labs without RRS operating [18–21,

25]. From late 2008 to late 2010, the temporal variations that

occurred in the A6 ventilation system provided increased airflow

in that area, which presumably caused lower concentration in

that period. Occasional short-term spikes in the data is likely due

to inadequate maintenance of the chamber air desiccant, which

are replaced immediately after spike occurrence.

In the case of supplying radon-reduced air into one of the

experimental rooms, the radon level sampled by the

RAD7 counters is typically reduced to a few Bq/m3. The RRS

air was supplied for a short period (less than a week) in the

COSINE-100 room when the NaI(Tl) crystal detector installation

and special maintenance occur. For the HPGe room and the

AMoRE-I room, the RRS air is supplied for more often and

longer time span. When the RRS air is supplied for the COSINE-

100 detector room, the 222Rn level drops below the specified

detection limit (4 Bq/m3) as low as 0.6 Bq/m3 and similarly for

the HPGe room. When RRS is stopped, the measured

concentration in RAD7-2 (HPGe) show the consistent results

as the RAD-1 (COSINE-100) measurements shown in Figure 3.

The distributions of radon concentrations were fitted with a

Gaussian function and the fit means and sigmas are obtained.

The distributions are illustrated in Figure 4.

The measurement locations, detector type, periods, and

measured radon concentrations are summarized in Table 1.

Results

With the acquired data, we performed analyses among the

measurements in terms of their concentrations and as a function

of time. The concentration measured at A5 was 33.5 Bq/m3,

which was less than that of A6 by 37%. Additionally, the spread of

the measurements is 7.9 Bq/m3, and much less than 13.9 Bq/m3

for A6. The lower mean and spread in A5 is likely due to the

tunnel’s better air circulation and the room air is better

controlled. For example, the A5 COSINE-100 detector room

was not frequently accessed by personnel while many R&D

activities happened in the A6 KIMS detector room.

Correlations of long-term variations in the A5measurements

with the tunnel temperatures have also been investigated. The

concentrations measured at the A5 COSINE-100 and HPGe

rooms were compared to each other as well as with the

temperature in the A5 tunnel. The two experimental rooms

are separated by a distance of approximately 35 m. When the

RRS was not operating, the comparative variations in radon

concentration levels were correlated and the temperature

measured at A5 shows an annual variation between 22°C and

26°C as depicted in Figure 5.

TABLE 1 The detectors and their locations are listed for all of the acquired Y2L radon data. The KIMS-Custom measurements include systematic
uncertainties; those for the other measurements are only statistical uncertainties.

Counter type Period Fit mean (Bq/m3)[fit sigma] Live days

A6-KIMS Custom 18 10 2004–05 10 2009 44.4 ± 18.1 847

A6-KIMS RAD7-1 14 02 2011–01 09 2016 53.4 [13.9] 1,872

A5-COSINE-100 RAD7-1 23 09 2016–27 05 2022 33.5 [7.9] 2,043

A5-HPGe RAD7-2 28 09 2016–27 05 2022 35.2* [10.8*] 1,845

The radon concentration level in HPGe measurement represents values when the RRS air is not being supplied (*).
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Since the power plant company operates air circulation fans

at the end of the main tunnel throughout the year, the tunnel

temperature is correlated with the surface temperatures in the

immediate vicinity. The 222Rn concentrations measured in the

COSINE-100 and HPGe rooms are compared with the

temperature inside the A5 tunnel in Figure 6. The

A5 COSINE-100 (RAD7-1) radon concentration levels

correlate with the tunnel temperature with a correlation

coefficient of r = 0.22; the slope of a linear fit to the data was

0.9 ± 0.1 Bq/m3/°C. For the A5 HPGe (RAD7-2) levels, when RRS

is off, the larger coefficient of r = 0.70 is obtained and the slope

parameter was 3.8 ± 0.2 Bq/m3/°C.

For the annual variation study, we applied an additional

selection criterion to all of the acquired KIMS and COSINE-100

radon data that eliminated all the data prior to 11/05/2011, for

which the knowledge of the ventilation conditions in the

A6 tunnel was incomplete. The RAD7-2 (HPGe) data is not

used in this analysis because the RRS-off data spans relatively

short periods. The combined data period is from 11/05/2011 to

27/05/2022 (4,034 days in total) and the final analysis sample

contains 3,822 live days, which is 95% of all the days in this

period. Here, we treat 2-h RAD7 measurement as a single data

point, and each daily measurement is the statistical average of the

12, 2-h measurements on that day. The daily averages were

further combined into 8-day averages.

Initially, we evaluated an annual average using a period of

365.25 days, with 1st January as the starting time. After

subtracting the average values, the residual concentrations for

each year were obtained and combined for the entire analysis

period. Then we applied a cosine fit,

f t( ) � A cos
2π

365.25
t − t0( )( ) (1)

to these residuals. In Eq. 1 fit, the period was fixed at 1 year

(=365.25 days) and we fit for the amplitude A and phase t0 using

the χ2 method. The best-fit A was −2.57 ± 0.25 Bq/m3 and the

best-fit phase at the amplitude was 60.6 ± 5.6 days with χ2/NDF =

742.7/497. This corresponds to August 31 ± 6 days at the positive

maximum amplitude. A constant linefit on the same data

assuming no modulation shows χ2/NDF = 813.68/498. The

radon concentration residuals and the results of the fit are

displayed in Figure 7. With χ2 difference of 71.6 between two

FIGURE 3
Comparison of two simultaneous A5 measurements of 222Rn concentrations. A 2-month period comparison of A5 COSINE-100 (blue circles)
and A5 HPGe (green dots) measurements is shown. When RRS air is supplied for A5 COSINE-100 (RAD7-1) at around 30/03/2017, the 222Rn level
drops as low as 0.6 Bq/m3. For A5 HPGe (RAD7-2), when RRS air is supplied, the level is on average 1.3 Bq/m3 with standard deviation of 1.0 Bq/m3.
When RRS is stopped for 2 weeks starting from 27/04/2017, the measured concentration reaches to the level of 34.2 ± 0.6 Bq/m3 which is
consistent with the A5 COSINE-100 room measurement. Note that the RAD7 detection limit is 4 Bq/m3.

FIGURE 4
The distributions of 222Rn concentrations in the different Y2L
detector rooms. Radon levels were compared among three
distinct Y2L experimental areas. A Gaussian fit is performed on the
A6 KIMS lab measurement (red) that has a peak value of
53.4 Bq/m3 with a width of 13.9 Bq/m3, The measurements for the
A5 COSINE-100 laboratory (blue) have the fit mean of 33.5 Bq/m3

and fit width of 7.9 Bq/m3. The measurement on the A5 HPGe
room (green) exhibits two peaks corresponding to measurements
with and without the supply of radon-reduced air. Note that
A6 KIMS (custom) measurements also have two peaks and the
lower peak is due to different ventillation condition executed in the
period between middle of 2008 and late 2009.
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hypotheses, therefore, no modulation hypothesis is disfavored at

more than five standard deviations. Additionally, χ2 scan over

two parameters for 1, 3, and 5 standard deviations are shown in

Figure 8.

For a consistency check, we performed the same fit on

residual data that combine A5 and A6 data with only their

average concentrations subtracted rather than subtracting the

yearly residuals. This fit finds an amplitude of −2.29 ± 0.25 Bq/m3

and a phase of 55.3 ± 6.2 days, which is consistent with the yearly

residual fit.

The relatively large χ2 value from the modulation best-fit has

been investigated. We evaluated that the main cause is difference

in the residual fluctuations between A5 and A6. The

A6 measurements show a larger spread in the 222Rn

measurement than that of A5. The cosine fit with only the

A5 yearly residuals returns an amplitude of −2.55 ± 0.29 Bq/

m3 and a phase of 55.7 ± 6.6 days with improved χ2/NDF = 346.1/

258. On the other hand, the fit with A6 only data shows worse

constraints with an amplitude of −2.67 ± 0.48 Bq/m3 and a phase

of 73.1 ± 10.6 days with χ2/NDF = 394.0/237. We fitted the

A5 temperature annual variation with Eq. 1 function plus a

constant term using the least square method. We found a phase

of 58.4 ± 5.2 days and an amplitude of −1.7 ± 0.2°C. The best-fit

phase is consistent with the best-fit phase of the radon

concentration variations.

Discussion

The seasonal variation of the radon concentration has been

studied in other places with various models [38, 39]. They

consider that variations of water contents in local soil

FIGURE 5
The 222Rn concentration in the HPGe room (green) and the COSINE-100 (blue), which are separated by a distance of approximately 35 m, are
compared. The two detector rooms aremonitored by the samemodel (RAD7) detector. The occasional reduction in the radon concentration level at
HPGewas caused by the occasional supply of radon-free air to its detector room. For days when the RRS was off, two detector roommeasurements
were correlated, implying that the fundamental radon activity is the same in both places. The tunnel temperature (red), independentlymeasured
outside of the detector rooms in between two rooms, is displayed with a right ordinate label.

FIGURE 6
The 222Rn concentrations versus the tunnel temperature for the COSINE-100 room (A) and the HPGe room (B). A linear fit have a slope of 0.9 ±
0.1 Bq/m3/°C and the Pearson correlation coefficient is r = 0.22 for the RAD7-1 counter. For RAD7-2, the slope of 3.8 ± 0.2 Bq/m3/°C and the
coefficient of r = 0.70 are measured. Note that the data analyzed here are from Figure 5 and both RAD7-1 and RAD7-2 measurements include data
when RRS is off.
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facilitate radon diffusion when season changes. However, in the

Yangyang area, measurements of local indoor 222Rn and soil 226Ra

concentrations showweak correlations [40]. Located not far from

the sea, the area is relatively windy with an average wind speed of

about 2.0 m/s, providing fresh air throughout the year. Moreover,

reports show a seasonal variation of indoor radon concentration

in Korea with the highest in winter and the lowest in summer

[41], which is opposite of the water diffusion model and what is

observed in Y2L. On the other hand, the temperature dependent

radon emanation from the surrounding rocks of Y2L could

influence the observed radon concentration modulation. A

study [42] indicates that a significant temperature change

(±20°C) is needed to have a measureable effect. However, the

temperature variation of the A5 branch tunnel is only ±2.0°C

from the average and therefore the impact may not be substantial.

Thus, we concluded that the observed radon modulation results

from the temperature changes in the air caused by the ventilation

system, which is affected by the season.

When the main tunnel draws warm air from outside in the

summer, the air circulation in the A5 and A6 branch tunnels

deteriorates because of the weak temperature gradients between

the main and the branch tunnels. Conversely, in the winter, the

temperature gradient is higher and the air exchanges more

rapidly.

These phase of the radon concentration modulation

(Maximum on 31st August) lags that of the DAMA/LIBRA

signal (i.e., 2nd June). It also lags that of the measured

modulation of the cosmic-ray muon rate in the COSINE-100

(27th June) by about 2 months. At the moment, the results of the

COSINE-100 [43] and ANAIS [44] signals for an annual

modulation in the recoil nucleus event rate are statistics-

limited and, therefore, cannot be directly compared to the

radon concentration and muon rate variations.

The 222Rn concentration in the air has been measured over

the past 18 years in the Y2L laboratory. The average

concentration is 53.4 Bq/m3 in the A6 laboratory and 33.5 Bq/

m3 in the A5 laboratory and their spreads are 13.9 Bq/m3 and

7.9 Bq/m3, respectively; the latter is lower by 37% because of

larger ventillation, hence faster air-exchange rate. In this

analytical study, we determined that the radon concentration

is correlated to the tunnel temperature. The COSINE-100 room

radon concentration and tunnel temperature are correlated with

the coefficient of r = 0.22 while the coefficient between the HPGe

radon concentration and tunnel temperature is r = 0.70. With the

selected data, the yearly residual data were fit with a cosine

function and the phase of the maximum amplitude was

determined to be August 31 ± 6 days, which coincides with

the phase of temperature variations in the adjoining tunnel.

FIGURE 7
The KIMS and COSINE-100 rooms’ 222Rn concentration residuals as a function of time are fit with Eq. 1.

FIGURE 8
The 1, 3, and 5 standard deviations of the modulation
amplitude-phase χ2 scan. The best fit position is indicated with a
red star marker while three contour lines are with different styles.
Zero amplitudes indicate no modulation. Days in the y-axis
are counted from 1st July in the case of the negative amplitude.
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Overall, this is one of the longest running measurements of the

radon concentration in underground laboratories.
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